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For courses in Java programming Java Software Solutions establishes a strong foundation of
programming techniques to foster well-designed object-oriented software. Heralded for its
integration of small and large real-world examples, the worldwide best-selling text emphasises
problem-solving and design skills and introduces students to the process of constructing highquality software systems. The 9th Edition features a sweeping overhaul of Graphics Track
coverage, to fully embrace the JavaFX API. This fresh approach enriches programmers'
understandings of core object-oriented principles. The text uses a natural progression of
concepts, focusing on the use of objects before teaching how to write them--equipping
students with the knowledge and skill they need to design true object-oriented solutions.
Computer programming with Java is easier than it looks. In just 24 lessons of one hour or less,
you can learn to write computer programs in Java. Using a straightforward, step-by-step
approach, popular author Rogers Cadenhead helps you master the skills and technology you
need to create desktop and web programs, web services, an Android app, and even Minecraft
mods in Java. Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid
foundation for real-world success. Full-color figures and clear step-by-step instructions visually
show you how to program with Java. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help
you test your knowledge. Notes, Tips, and Cautions provide related information, advice, and
warnings. Learn how to… • Set up your Java programming environment • Write your first
working program in just minutes • Control program decisions and behavior • Store and work
with information • Build straightforward user interfaces • Create interactive web programs •
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Use threading to build more responsive programs • Read and write files and XML data •
Master best practices for object-oriented programming • Use Java 9’s new HTTP client • Use
Java to create an Android app • Expand your skills with closures • Create Minecraft mods with
Java Contents at a Glance Part I Getting Started 1 Becoming a Programmer 2 Writing Your
First Program 3 Vacationing in Java 4 Understanding How Java Programs Work Part II
Learning the Basics of Programming 5 Storing and Changing Information in a Program 6 Using
Strings to Communicate 7 Using Conditional Tests to Make Decisions 8 Repeating an Action
with Loops Part III Working with Information in New Ways 9 Storing Information with Arrays 10
Creating Your First Object 11 Describing What Your Object is Like 12 Making the Most of
Existing Objects Part IV Moving into Advanced Topics 13 Storing Objects in Data Structures 14
Handling Errors in a Program 15 Creating a Threaded Program 16 Using Inner Classes and
Closures Part V Programming a Graphical User Interface 17 Building a Simple User Interface
in Swing 18 Laying Out a User Interface 19 Responding to User Input Part VI Writing Internet
Applications 20 Reading and Writing Files 21 Using Java 9's New HTTP Client 22 Creating
Java2D Graphics 23 Creating Minecraft Mods with Java 24 Writing Android Apps Appendixes
A Using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment B Where to Go from Here Java
Resources C This Book's Web Site D Fixing a Problem with the Android Studio Emulator
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax, initialization,
implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets, multiple threads, projects, and
network programming.
Learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an object-oriented
computer programming language like Java. You might think the problem is your brain. It seems
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to have a mind of its own, a mind that doesn't always want to take in the dry, technical stuff
you're forced to study. The fact is your brain craves novelty. It's constantly searching,
scanning, waiting for something unusual to happen. After all, that's the way it was built to help
you stay alive. It takes all the routine, ordinary, dull stuff and filters it to the background so it
won't interfere with your brain's real work--recording things that matter. How does your brain
know what matters? It's like the creators of the Head First approach say, suppose you're out
for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what happens in your brain? Neurons fire. Emotions
crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your brain knows. And that's how your brain will learn
Java. Head First Java combines puzzles, strong visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching
interviews with famous Java objects to engage you in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun,
and it's effective. And, despite its playful appearance, Head First Java is serious stuff: a
complete introduction to object-oriented programming and Java. You'll learn everything from
the fundamentals to advanced topics, including threads, network sockets, and distributed
programming with RMI. And the new. second edition focuses on Java 5.0, the latest version of
the Java language and development platform. Because Java 5.0 is a major update to the
platform, with deep, code-level changes, even more careful study and implementation is
required. So learning the Head First way is more important than ever. If you've read a Head
First book, you know what to expect--a visually rich format designed for the way your brain
works. If you haven't, you're in for a treat. You'll see why people say it's unlike any other Java
book you've ever read. By exploiting how your brain works, Head First Java compresses the
time it takes to learn and retain--complex information. Its unique approach not only shows you
what you need to know about Java syntax, it teaches you to think like a Java programmer. If
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you want to be bored, buy some other book. But if you want to understand Java, this book's for
you.
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully updated for Java SE 8, Java: The Complete
Reference, Ninth Edition explains how to develop, compile, debug, and run Java programs.
Bestselling programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire Java language, including its
syntax, keywords, and fundamental programming principles, as well as significant portions of
the Java API library. JavaBeans, servlets, applets, and Swing are examined and real-world
examples demonstrate Java in action. New Java SE 8 features such as lambda expressions,
the stream library, and the default interface method are discussed in detail. This Oracle Press
resource also offers a solid introduction to JavaFX. Coverage includes: Data types, variables,
arrays, and operators Control statements Classes, objects, and methods Method overloading
and overriding Inheritance Interfaces and packages Exception handling Multithreaded
programming Enumerations, autoboxing, and annotations The I/O classes Generics Lambda
expressions String handling The Collections Framework Networking Event handling AWT and
Swing The Concurrent API The Stream API Regular expressions JavaFX JavaBeans Applets
and servlets Much, much more
The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of
programming fundamentals, object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level
topics for further study. Java How to Program, Late Objects, 11th Edition, presents leadingedge computing technologies using the Deitel signature live-code approach, which
demonstrates concepts in hundreds of complete working programs. The 11th Edition presents
updated coverage of Java SE 8 and new Java SE 9 capabilities, including JShell, the Java
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Module System, and other key Java 9 topics. The full text downloaded to your computer With
eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as
you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online
and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code
and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an
expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your
Bookshelf installed.
Java How to ProgramPearson Higher Ed

For courses in Java--Introduction to Programming and Object-Oriented
Programming. The Fifth Edition of this outstanding text is revised in every detail
to enhance clarity, content, presentation, examples, and exercises. Now
expanded to include more extensive coverage of advanced Java topics, this new
edition is available two ways. Choose the Comprehensive edition (chapters 1-29)
that includes the new advanced material or choose the Custom Core version
(chapters 1-16) that covers material through exception handling and IO. The
early chapters outline the conceptual basis for understanding Java and guide
students through simple examples and exercises. Subsequent chapters
progressively present Java programming in detail, including using objects for
design, culminating with the development of comprehensive Java applications.
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For courses in computer programming C How to Program is a comprehensive
introduction to programming in C. Like other texts of the Deitels' How to Program
series, the book serves as a detailed beginner source of information for college
students looking to embark on a career in coding, or instructors and softwaredevelopment professionals seeking to learn how to program with C. The Eighth
Edition continues the tradition of the signature Deitel "Live Code"
approach--presenting concepts in the context of full-working programs rather
than incomplete snips of code. This gives readers a chance to run each program
as they study it and see how their learning applies to real world programming
scenarios.
A practical introduction to Java programming—fully revised for the latest version,
Java SE 17 Thoroughly updated for Java Platform Standard Edition 17, this
hands-on resource shows, step by step, how to get started programming in Java
from the very first chapter. Written by Java guru Herbert Schildt, the book starts
with the basics, such as how to create, compile, and run a Java program. From
there, you will learn essential Java keywords, syntax, and commands. Java: A
Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition covers the basics and touches on advanced
features, including multithreaded programming, generics, Lambda expressions,
and Swing. Enumeration, modules, and interface methods are also clearly
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explained. This Oracle Press guide delivers the appropriate mix of theory and
practical coding necessary to get you up and running developing Java
applications in no time! Clearly explains all of the new Java SE 17 features
Features self-tests, exercises, and downloadable code samples Written by
bestselling author and leading Java authority Herbert Schildt
For courses in Java programming The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program
series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of programming fundamentals,
object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further
study. Java How to Program, Early Objects, 11th Edition, presents leading-edge
computing technologies using the Deitel signature live-code approach, which
demonstrates concepts in hundreds of complete working programs. The 11th
Edition presents updated coverage of Java SE 8 and new Java SE 9 capabilities,
including JShell, the Java Module System, and other key Java 9 topics.
This illustrated book teaches kids to write computer programs. Kids will learn
basics of programming while creating such computer games as Tic-Tac-Toe,
Ping-Pong and others. This book can be useful for three categories of people:
kids from 10 to 18 years old, school computer teachers, parents who want to
teach their kids programming.
C# builds on the skills already mastered by C++ and Java programmers,
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enabling them to create powerful Web applications and components - ranging
from XML-based Web services on Microsoft's .NET platform to middle-tier
business objects and system-level applications.
This book is the most complete and up-to-date resource on Java from
programming guru, Herb Schildt -- a must-have desk reference for every Java
programmer.
Learn to speak the Java language like the pros Are you new to programming and have decided
that Java is your language of choice? Are you a wanna-be programmer looking to learn the
hottest lingo around? Look no further! Beginning Programming with Java For Dummies, 5th
Edition is the easy-to-follow guide you'll want to keep in your back pocket as you work your
way toward Java mastery! In plain English, it quickly and easily shows you what goes into
creating a program, how to put the pieces together, ways to deal with standard programming
challenges, and so much more. Whether you're just tooling around or embarking on a career,
this is the ideal resource you'll turn to again and again as you perfect your understanding of the
nuances of this popular programming language. Packed with tons of step-by-step instruction,
this is the only guide you need to start programming with Java like a pro. Updated for Java 9,
learn the language with samples and the Java toolkit Familiarize yourself with decisions,
conditions, statements, and information overload Differentiate between loops and arrays,
objects and classes, methods, and variables Find links to additional resources Once you
discover the joys of Java programming, you might just find you're hooked. Sound like fun?
Here's the place to start.
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Java Software Solutions teaches a foundation of programming techniques to foster welldesigned object-oriented software. Heralded for its integration of small and large realistic
examples, this worldwide best-selling text emphasizes building solid problem-solving and
design skills to write high-quality programs. MyProgrammingLab, Pearson's new online
homework and assessment tool, is available with this edition.
A comprehensive Java guide, with samples, exercises, casestudies, and step-by-step
instruction Beginning Java Programming: The Object Oriented Approachis a straightforward
resource for getting started with one of theworld's most enduringly popular programming
languages. Based onclasses taught by the authors, the book starts with the basics
andgradually builds into more advanced concepts. The approach utilizesan integrated
development environment that allows readers toimmediately apply what they learn, and
includes step-by-stepinstruction with plenty of sample programs. Each chapter
containsexercises based on real-world business and educational scenarios,and the final
chapter uses case studies to combine several conceptsand put readers' new skills to the test.
Beginning Java Programming: The Object Oriented Approachprovides both the information
and the tools beginners need todevelop Java skills, from the general concepts of objectorientedprogramming. Learn to: Understand the Java language and object-oriented
conceptimplementation Use Java to access and manipulate external data Make applications
accessible to users with GUIs Streamline workflow with object-oriented patterns The book is
geared for those who want to use Java in an appliedenvironment while learning at the same
time. Useful as either acourse text or a stand-alone self-study program, Beginning
JavaProgramming is a thorough, comprehensive guide.
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ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. PackagesAccess
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental booksIf you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codesAccess codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- Normal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE X-NONE The Deitels'
groundbreaking "How to Program" series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of objectoriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. Their Live Code
Approach features thousands of lines of code in hundreds of complete working programs. This
enables readers to confirm that programs run as expected. "Java How to Program (Early
Objects) 9e" contains an optional extensive OOD/UML 2 case study on developing and
implementing the software for an automated teller machine.This edition covers both Java SE7
and SE6.
Brief Java: Early Objects, 9th Edition focuses on the essentials of effective learning and is
suitable for a two-semester introduction to programming sequence. This text requires no prior
programming experience and only a modest amount of high school algebra. Objects and
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classes from the standard library are used where appropriate in early sections with coverage
on object-oriented design starting in Chapter 8. This gradual approach allows students to use
objects throughout their study of the core algorithmic topics, without teaching bad habits that
must be un-learned later. Choosing the enhanced eText format allows students to develop
their coding skills using targeted, progressive interactivities designed to integrate with the
eText. All sections include built-in activities, open-ended review exercises, programming
exercises, and projects to help students practice programming and build confidence. These
activities go far beyond simplistic multiple-choice questions and animations. They have been
designed to guide students along a learning path for mastering the complexities of
programming. Students demonstrate comprehension of programming structures, then practice
programming with simple steps in scaffolded settings, and finally write complete, automatically
graded programs. The perpetual access VitalSource Enhanced eText, when integrated with
your school’s learning management system, provides the capability to monitor student
progress in VitalSource SCORECenter and track grades for homework or participation.
Enhanced eText and interactive functionality available through select vendors and may require
LMS integration approval for SCORECenter.
Helps you discover the power of Java for developing applications. This book incorporates the
latest version of Java with a reader-friendly presentation and meaningful real-world exercises
that highlight new Java strengths.
Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged
with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing the physical print text with
MyProgrammingLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
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Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab, search for: ISBN-10: 0133813436 /
ISBN-13: 9780133813432 Java How to Program, Early Objects Plus MyProgrammingLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e. This package consists of: ISBN-10: 0133807800
/ ISBN-13: 9780133807806 Java How to Program, Early Objects, 10/e ISBN-10: 0133811905 /
ISBN-13: 9780133811902 MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Java
How to Program, Early Objects Java How to Program (Early Objects), Tenth Edition is
intended for use in the Java programming course. It also serves as a useful reference and selfstudy tutorial to Java programming. The Deitels’ groundbreaking How to Program series offers
unparalleled breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediatelevel topics for further study. Java How to Program (Early Objects), Tenth Edition, teaches
programming by presenting the concepts in the context of full working programs and takes an
early-objects approach Also Available with MyProgrammingLab MyProgrammingLab for Java
How to Program (Early Objects) is a total learning package. MyProgrammingLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly engages students in learning. It helps
students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams—resulting in better performance in the
course—and provides educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class
progress.

Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on
introduction to computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming
experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you
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think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to program—a useful skill by itself—but
you’ll also discover how to use programming as a means to an end. Authors Allen
Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the most basic concepts and gradually move into
topics that are more complex, such as recursion and object-oriented programming.
Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a college course and includes
exercises to help you practice what you’ve learned. Learn one concept at a time: tackle
complex topics in a series of small steps with examples Understand how to formulate
problems, think creatively about solutions, and write programs clearly and accurately
Determine which development techniques work best for you, and practice the important
skill of debugging Learn relationships among input and output, decisions and loops,
classes and methods, strings and arrays Work on exercises involving word games,
graphics, puzzles, and playing cards
N OTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come
packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133437302/ISBN-13: 9780133437300. That
package includes ISBN-10: 0133360903/ISBN-13: 9780133360905and ISBN-10:
0133379787/ISBN-13: 9780133379785. MyProgrammingLab should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Building Java Programs: A Back to Basics Approach,
Third Edition, introduces novice programmers to basic constructs and common pitfalls
by emphasizing the essentials of procedural programming, problem solving, and
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algorithmic reasoning. Byusing objects early to solve interesting problems and defining
objects later in the course,Building Java Programs develops programming knowledge
for a broad audience. NEW! This edition is available with MyProgrammingLab, an
innovative online homework and assessment tool. Through the power of practice and
immediate personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab helps students fully grasp the
logic, semantics, and syntax of programming.
H.M. Deitel's name appears on the earlier editions.
Get the steps you need to discover the world of Java 9 programming using real-world
examples About This Book We bridge the gap between “learning” and “doing” by
providing real-world examples that will improve your software development Our
example-based approach will get you started quickly with software programming, get
you up-to-speed with Java 9, and improve your Java skills This book will show you the
best practices of Java coding and improve your productivity Who This Book Is For This
book is for anyone who wants to learn the Java programming language. You are
expected to have some prior programming experience with another language, such as
JavaScript or Python, but no knowledge of earlier versions of Java is assumed. What
You Will Learn Compile, package and run a trivial program using a build management
tool Get to know the principles of test-driven development and dependency
management Separate the wiring of multiple modules from the application logic into an
application using dependency injection Benchmark Java execution using Java 9
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microbenchmarking See the workings of the Spring framework and use Java
annotations for the configuration Master the scripting API built into the Java language
and use the built-in JavaScript interpreter Understand static versus dynamic
implementation of code and high-order reactive programming in Java In Detail This
book gets you started with essential software development easily and quickly, guiding
you through Java's different facets. By adopting this approach, you can bridge the gap
between learning and doing immediately. You will learn the new features of Java 9
quickly and experience a simple and powerful approach to software development. You
will be able to use the Java runtime tools, understand the Java environment, and create
Java programs. We then cover more simple examples to build your foundation before
diving to some complex data structure problems that will solidify your Java 9 skills. With
a special focus on modularity and HTTP 2.0, this book will guide you to get employed
as a top notch Java developer. By the end of the book, you will have a firm foundation
to continue your journey towards becoming a professional Java developer. Style and
approach Throughout this book, our aim is to build Java programs. We will be building
multiple applications ranging from simpler ones to more complex ones. Learning by
doing has its advantages as you will immediately see the concepts explained in action.
The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to Java® 9 and the powerful Java
platform Written for programmers with a background in another high-level language,
this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and
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explores the Java® 9 language and APIs in depth. The book presents concepts in fully
tested programs, complete with code walkthroughs, syntax shading, code highlighting
and program outputs. It features hundreds of complete Java 9 programs with thousands
of lines of proven code, and hundreds of software-development tips that will help you
build robust applications. Start with an introduction to Java using an early classes and
objects approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including JavaFX
GUI, graphics, animation and video, exception handling, lambdas, streams, functional
interfaces, object serialization, concurrency, generics, generic collections, database
with JDBC™ and JPA, and compelling new Java 9 features, such as the Java Platform
Module System, interactive Java with JShell (for discovery, experimentation and rapid
prototyping) and more. You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented
programming and the object-oriented design ATM case study, including a complete
Java implementation. When you’re finished, you’ll have everything you need to build
industrial-strength, object-oriented Java 9 applications. New Java® 9 Features Java®
9’s Platform Module System Interactive Java via JShell—Java 9’s REPL Collection
Factory Methods, Matcher Methods, Stream Methods, JavaFX Updates, Using Modules
in JShell, Completable Future Updates, Security Enhancements, Private Interface
Methods and many other language and API updates. Core Java Features Classes,
Objects, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism, Interfaces Composition vs.
Inheritance, “Programming to an Interface not an Implementation” Lambdas,
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Sequential and Parallel Streams, Functional Interfaces with Default and Static Methods,
Immutability JavaFX GUI, 2D and 3D Graphics, Animation, Video, CSS, Scene Builder
Files, I/O Streams, XML Serialization Concurrency for Optimal Multi-Core Performance,
JavaFX Concurrency APIs Generics and Generic Collections Recursion, Database
(JDBC™ and JPA) Keep in Touch Contact the authors at: deitel@deitel.com Join the
Deitel social media communities LinkedIn® at bit.ly/DeitelLinkedIn Facebook® at
facebook.com/DeitelFan Twitter® at twitter.com/deitel YouTube™ at
youtube.com/DeitelTV Subscribe to the Deitel ® Buzz e-mail newsletter at
www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html For source code and updates, visit:
www.deitel.com/books/Java9FP
The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and
depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further
study. This survey of Java programming contains an extensive OOD/UML 2 case study
on developing an automated teller machine. The Seventh Edition has been extensively
fine-tuned and is completely up-to-date with Sun Microsystems, Inc.'s latest Java
release--Java Standard Edition (Java SE) 6.
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any subject--based on one of the
world's most popular online courses and the bestselling book A Mind for Numbers A
Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular online companion course "Learning How to
Learn" have empowered more than two million learners of all ages from around the
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world to master subjects that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids master
these skills as well. Now in this new book for kids and teens, the authors reveal how to
make the most of time spent studying. We all have the tools to learn what might not
seem to come naturally to us at first--the secret is to understand how the brain works so
we can unlock its power. This book explains: • Why sometimes letting your mind
wander is an important part of the learning process • How to avoid "rut think" in order to
think outside the box • Why having a poor memory can be a good thing • The value of
metaphors in developing understanding • A simple, yet powerful, way to stop
procrastinating Filled with illustrations, application questions, and exercises, this book
makes learning easy and fun.
The Deitels’ groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and
depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further
study. This survey of Java programming contains an optional extensive OOD/UML 2
case study on developing and implementing the software for an automated teller
machine.
Create media-rich client applications using JavaFX 9 and the Java 9 platform. Learn to
create GUI-based applications for mobile devices, desktop PCs, and even the web.
Incorporate media such as audio and video into your applications. Interface with
hardware devices such as Arduino and Leap Motion. Respond to gesture control
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through devices such as the Leap Motion Controller. Take advantage of the new
HTTP2 API to make RESTful web requests and WebSockets calls. New to this edition
are examples of creating stylized text and loading custom fonts, guidance for working
with Scene Builder to create visual layouts, and new content on developing iOS and
Android applications using Gluon mobile. The book also covers advanced topics such
as custom controls, JavaFX 3D, gesture devices, printing, and animation. Best of all,
the book is full of working code that you can adapt and extend to all your future
projects. Is your goal to develop visually exciting applications in the Java language?
Then this is the book you want at your side. JavaFX 9 by Example is chock-full of
engaging, fun-to-work examples that bring you up to speed on the major facets of
JavaFX 9. You'll learn to create applications that look good, are fun to use, and that
take advantage of the medium to present data of all types in ways that engage the user
and lead to increased productivity. The book: Has been updated with new content on
modular development, new APIs, and an example using the Scene Builder tool Is filled
with fun and practical code examples that you can modify and drop into your own
projects Includes an example using Arduino and an accelerometer sensor to track
motion in 3D Helps you create JavaFX applications for iOS and Android devices What
You'll Learn Work with touch-based interfaces Interpret gesture-based events Use
shapes, color, text, and UI controls to create a simple click and point game Add audio
and video to your projects Utilize JavaFX 3D Create custom controls using CSS, SVG,
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and Canvas APIs Organize code into modules using Java Platform Module System
(Project Jigsaw) Who This Book Is For Java developers developing visual and mediarich applications to run on PCs, phones, tablets, Arduino controllers, and more. This
includes developers tasked with creating visualizations of data from statistical analysis
and from sensor networks. Any developer wanting to develop a polished user-interface
in Java will find much to like in this book.
The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to Java™ development and the powerful
Java platform Written for programmers with a background in high-level language
programming, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching
programming and explores the Java language and Java APIs in depth. The book
presents concepts in the context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax
shading, code highlighting, line-by-line code walkthroughs and program outputs. The
book features 200+ complete Java programs with 18,000+ lines of proven Java code,
and hundreds of tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with an
introduction to Java using an early classes and objects approach, then rapidly move on
to more advanced topics, including GUI, graphics, exception handling, generics,
collections, JDBC™, web-application development with JavaServer™ Faces, web
services and more. You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented
programming and the OOD/UML® ATM case study, including a complete Java
implementation. When you’re finished, you’ll have everything you need to build objectPage 20/22
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oriented Java applications.
The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been recognized as a key
component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia and
Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented paradigm as
the framework of choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in
the text, the authors provide an associated Java interface. Concrete data structures
realizing the ADTs are provided as Java classes implementing the interfaces. The Java
code implementing fundamental data structures in this book is organized in a single
Java package, net.datastructures. This package forms a coherent library of data
structures and algorithms in Java specifically designed for educational purposes in a
way that is complimentary with the Java Collections Framework.
By emphasizing the application of computer programming not only in success stories in
the software industry but also in familiar scenarios in physical and biological science,
engineering, and applied mathematics, Introduction to Programming in Java takes an
interdisciplinary approach to teaching programming with the Java(TM) programming
language. Interesting applications in these fields foster a foundation of computer
science concepts and programming skills that students can use in later courses while
demonstrating that computation is an integral part of the modern world. Ten years in
development, this book thoroughly covers the field and is ideal for traditional
introductory programming courses. It can also be used as a supplement or a main text
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for courses that integrate programming with mathematics, science, or engineering.
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